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nating video about an Indian lady who was murdered by her
sister in law and transferred to another lady 100 km away. The
lady assumed the personality of the deceased and remained in
the body until her death 13 years later. This is evidence for
the survival of human consciousness.
Geoffrey Mishlove has a wonderful stage presence. I commend it
to anyone who wants to know the meaning of ‘walking your talk’
Here it is.
Next Thursday week I am due to give a 20 minute talk on Covid
and its implications.
I know here and now that my bombshell
will not be appreciated by a conservative group of Christian
men (Frome) but I have to do it.
We are really in the last
times as described in the Book of Revelation.
Chapter 13, v 16 It also forced all people, great and small,
rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their

right hands or on their foreheads, 17 so that they could not
buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the
beast or the number of its name.
I refer to my website and to numerous references to damage
caused by the vaccine and the novel and untested nature of it.
Us humans are the guinea pigs. What do you know?

Almost continuous rain these days. Francoise is itching to get
out into the garden but it is just too wet.
Our allotments
have seen a change in treasurer. With everyone in the banks
working from home it is difficult to get them to do anything –
even such a simple thing as getting a mandate so the outgoing
treasurer has agreed to stay on de facto and sign cheques when
needed.

